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Paris - Bruxelles - Frankfurt - London - Roma - Madrid - Zürich - Washington - Chicago

Olivier KARRER
Prison de San Vittore

Milan, January 24, 2013.

Piazza Filangieri 2
20123 MILANO

OPEN LETTER
To his excellences THE AMBASSADORS
Of France, Poland, Greece, Netherlands, United States of America, Lebanon, Brazil, Turkey,
Russian Federation, as well as Sir Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Italian Republic.

Sir Ambassador,
Sir Minister,
I write you down from the jail of San Vittore of Milan and wish to request the support of your
government in an affair which affects all the non-German parents confronted with the
jurisdiction of the German family law.
To give an estimation of the scale of the problem, we’re here talking about approximately
200000 children who, every year are born in Germany and among which one at least of their
parent has a non-German origin.
Because of the major decline of its demography, the government of the Federal Republic of
Germany organized its legislation and administrations of family justice to fix every child of
a non-German parent on the German soil. In this purpose, the German authorities arranged
their legal proceedings to confiscate - without ever having to admit it - the free exercise of
parental rights for the non-German parents in separation from a German national and to
remove from couples of foreigners [or mixed] tied and loving, as well as from unmarried
mothers of foreign origin, at least one child whom they place on the basis of fabricated
motives in structures of protection (nationalistic) for children to make sure that they cannot
leave the country.
The German administration exploits deliberately children as an object of blackmail against
their non-German parents with the aim of monopolizing their work force, retiring pension,
patrimony and later their inheritance. Germany exploits the German parent or the one that can
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be placed under its financial dependence by the measure of «Beistandschaft», as a figurehead
to cover its politics of repopulation and national enrichment by legal procedures which aim at
nothing but at creating an ILLUSION.
The purpose of the German family jurisdiction is to preserve the «Kindeswohl», in other
words to maximize the «well-being of the Community of the Germans THROUGH the child».
The principle of Kindeswohl governs any court order and any German pseudo-expertise. It
does not answer the best interests of the child (das beste Interesse des Kindes).
It is implemented and hidden from the international community in a collective way by all the
actors of the German jurisdiction - included lawyers - mostly by precautionary measures
(Kinderschutz). Concretely, the minor cannot leave any more the country accompanied by his
non-German parent and this last one is the object of uncountable deceits, humiliations and
threats, as well as of ceaseless blackmails. These practices are hidden within a system
organized and thought in any details. They are dishonest, deceptive, rough and disrespectful
of the human person.
The CEED - European council of the Children of Divorce - has been denouncing for more
than 10 years these despicable practices of the German family law. This parents' multinational
organization victims, whose I am the primary president, deciphered administrative and
judicial mechanisms serving the dissimulation of these practices, in particular the complete
control of the jurisdiction of the German right by an opaque and plenipotentiary political
entity - the JUGENDAMT: "cross examination" by means of secret and unilateral ordinances
as the mode of regular jurisdiction, the absence of regular appeal against the arbitrary
measures of «Beistandschaft» and «Verfahrenspflegerschaft» which confirm all those facts
that the judge must legalize, the use of penal means in this type of civil judicial case, not fully
examined, the deliberate criminalization of the foreigner, the "instrumentalization" of the
foreign authorities of police to obtain, through European arrest warrants or Interpol, the penal
arguments used inside in the German civil procedure, etc... In the end, a non-German parent
cannot EFFECTIVELY appeal in this jurisdiction, which is organized for that purpose.
For more than 10 years the CEED has been denouncing and informing about these practices
by the way of parliamentary questioning, petitions to the European Parliament (PE), articles in
the press and on the Internet.

The CEED helps the parents holders of their parental rights to move - legally according to the
European and international law- their minors outside the German jurisdiction, to exploit in a
fair way their parental rights there and guarantee that their children can maintain a regular and
free contact with their TWO parents and their TWO cultures after the separation. The German
jurisdiction is structurally in the incapacity to make it and to rule out of discriminations for
the foreigner.
In the purpose of revenge and to reduce the CEED to silence, the German authorities
organized a political plot against the influential members of our organization. They accuse
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these parents, French, Italian, Polish, Greek, German, American and Lebanese of establishing
a criminal organization with the alleged purpose of removing minors against money, without
bringing the least proof of their fallacious charges, with the purpose of turning the victims
into "Kriminelles" and the authors, the "leading actors" of the German jurisdiction, into
victims of our objections.
This political plot introduced at the end of 2011 takes place in four phases:
1-

public relation, with the purpose of telling lies to a delegation of the European
Parliament which went to Berlin, in order to achieve, without their knowledge, the
political support of this delegation.

2-

police intimidation to the supporters of our organization in the German country.

3-

public denigration on national German media.

4-

judicial repression carried out in several stages and in two places: Milan and Munich.

The Public Prosecutor Offices of Milan and Munich issued European and International Arrest
Warrants against five of these parents, in April and May 2012. The first one [public
prosecutor's department of Milan] instrumented by the second one had to ask for the arrest
and for the extradition of these parents to the French and German(!) authorities in order to
incarcerate them for several months in Italy, bring the sufficient confidence in the deceptive
German plan, collect the necessary information to formulate and to adjust the accusation acts
in Germany and to protect their extradition directly from Italy towards Germany, regardless of
any trial to be conducted in Italy . Once these parents are controlled, the second [public
prosecutor's department of Munich] has for plan to incarcerate them for several months, to
keep them apart and prevent them from pursuing their fight for their stolen children «deutschlegal», but also, which is much more serious, to ask for the arrest and for the extradition of
about ten additional members of my organization, to hold a new trial about the constitution of
a criminal organization and for the removal of THEIR OWN children.
This trial should be held this time according to the German law, object of the criticism and the
political fight of the CEED.
The public prosecutor's department of Milan has a particular interest to collaborate with the
public prosecutor's department of Munich; it is a question of covering the removal of the
children of Dr Colombo, president of the group CEED Italia, which was carried out on order
and in protection of the German interests in Italy, and in violation of a decision of the current
Italian Supreme Court of Appeal and European regulations, reason why the CEED accused
them publicly in a parliamentary question sent to the Italian government. The case Colombo,
which is at the origin of the political plot, is at present the object of an appeal in front of the
ECHR (EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS). This court should deliver a judgment
and say if Marinella Colombo, by opposing to the legal injustices of the German family law,
consequently including all the other accused parents, effectively removed her children,
according to the European and international understanding of children's abduction. In a
judicial matter, the international ethics forbid foreign authorities to interfere in the German
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justice decision. The German authorities bring back «escapee» by the way of international
arrest warrants which forbid the foreign authorities to verify the legitimacy and the purely
civil nature of the case to which they relate. The problem which sets the German family
justice to the international community can be never identified clearly by that last one.
As a result of the accusations by the public prosecutor's department of Munich against the
second group of parents, among whom we count one or several of our nationals whose
extradition will be undoubtedly asked, and the fact that the European arrest warrant forbids
that a judicial case can be judged for the same motives in two different jurisdictions, we have
a unique opportunity to bring the dark activities of the state employees and the German jurists
to light.
In this regard, I am asking you, Mr Ambassador, to invite your government to take all the
necessary measures to claim, together with your counterparts, that all these cases are judged
by an Italian court first seized.
We expect your government to exert its political weight for the Italian authorities to make full
clarification on the cowardly and despicable procedures enforced in secret against your
citizens in Germany and, this way, laying the technical foundations to explain to the German
Government the need to stop this immediately.
We urge your government to require together with us the institution of an international
commission "JUGENDAMT" that will take the time to LISTEN to us, and for an accurate
examination of the conflict between us and the German administration, similar to ALL other
cases.
We urge your government to firmly condemn the misuse of legal means by the German
authorities, especially of the European Arrest Warrant, for family law cases, issued for purely
socio-economic purposes, and the abuse of intentional confidence of our authorities unawares
cooperating in depriving us of all rights and in turning our children into young Germans who
hate all non German persons.
We are kindly urging your government to take immediate action to obtain our liberation, the
immediate annulment of the German arrest warrants to guarantee the free movement in
Europe for these parents, the delivery of our documents and seized computers containing
evidences of German frauds, but above all to ensure that the trial will be held in the right
direction, namely against those who regard the kidnapping and the germanization of children
as legal acts of the German law, who organized their administrative system to conceal this
crime to the international community and turned their victims into the perpetrators and the
criminals to be sentenced.
Keeping in mind that this diversion tactic, put up by the German government to mask the
underlying problem, is not the answer to the original problem of all these parents, nor are all
the measures of mediation and other forms of judicial cooperation that German authorities
have been proposing for 10 years.
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We have asked in the past, as we are doing at present, for the immediate and determined
intervention of the international community so that we can have contact with our children
abducted by the German government, that we can maintain this contact regularly and
FREELY without being placed under the control of the Jugendamt or being considered by this
institution as potential criminals, threatening the German "Kindeswohl", that such a contact
can take place on a regular basis outside the German jurisdiction. But above all we require
that this intervention is no longer postponed in consideration of empty promises made by the
German authorities for more than 10 years, so that our children can benefit from our guidance,
our culture and our love, before they become parents themselves. We are demanding nothing
else than the guarantee and the exercise of our human rights, which are legally violated by the
German administration, under the impassive gaze of the international community. This one
does not seem to understand the extent and political consequences of this serious problem,
which tends to be reduced, out of ignorance, to simple parental conflicts, which they are not.
As in the past the German authorities organized by legal means the industrialization of death
to have access to the riches of others, today they have arranged, according to the same
organized "deutsch-legal" system and in the same climate of mutual trust with its European
partners, the plunder, the germanization and the trade of children to enslave non-German
parents and gain access to their wealth.
I am personally very concerned about the destiny that the German authorities reserve to the
parents residing in Germany, who had the courage to defy the merciless malice and the need
of vengeance of German jurists and officials and denounced with us the serious deviances and
criminal practices of those involved in the German family law system.
There is no doubt that they will have to endure some sort of "legal" retaliation in the form of
harassment and blackmail against their weakest side: their children. The Jugendamt is going
to use their children in order to bring them in countless legal proceedings, to ruin and put
them to silence. That is what today the German government is doing against the CEED, on the
basis of charges that have no foundation, are absurd and implausible with respect to facts and
realities. We are entitled to wonder why our authorities enforce the will of Germany, in their
own courts against their own nationals.
I therefore ask you most sincerely, Mr Ambassador, to demand a reactive support to your
authorities in order to protect these citizens, both the adults and the children, and to welcome
without reserve any request for judicial asylum that could come from them, like a Tennessee
court has granted political asylum to the German family Romeike with five children, forced to
flee the relentless persecution of Jugendamt.
The aim of our association, CEED, it to allow non-German parents to flee the incessant
persecution, denigrations, threats and blackmails to their parental love, which are carried out
by the Jugendamt, judges and pseudo-experts by means of closed-doors procedures, publicly
denouncing these methods from the past century and warning the international public opinion.
This is what the German prosecutor Schlosser attempts to repress by criminal proceedings
with the consent and support of the German government, using for this purpose the prosecutor
of Milan and the money of the Italian taxpayers.
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Facing the brutality and cruel behavior of German officials, their intransigence, their thirst for
vengeance and their inability to recognize that such a behavior is morally, politically and
socially unacceptable and condemnable, I wish to present to the governments of States outside
the European Union, Brazil, Turkey, United States of America and the Russian Federation, my
application for political asylum and offer them to their advantage all my knowledge on the
administrative and legal mechanisms that are intentionally hidden by the German law system,
certainly after the Criminal Court of Milan will have verified on which lies and for what
political purpose the German prosecutor grounded his accusations against the CEED.
In each case about us, the German authorities deliberately lied, falsified court documents,

judged by secret and unilateral orders, distorted facts and realities in order to harm and
criminalize us, the non-German parents. They intentionally used criminal means in civil cases
to deceive foreign authorities and removed our children with cunning, wickedness and
cowardice, while we hold the evidence of our grounded and valid accusations against the
German authorities. It seems therefore particularly odd that we, honest and morally correct
parents, who never lied, cheated nor falsified, have been accused of having "kidnapped" our
children that the German authorities have abducted.

It seems very strange that these crimes carried out in an administrative system organized to
the smallest detail to deceive and exact money from hundreds of thousands of parents, remain
unpunished and moreover are the subject of such a taboo. It is more serious that the
international community legitimates such crimes and encourages German authorities to
continue along this path, returning children and their adult citizens in front of such a
jurisdiction, when this itself is at the origin of the litigation.
This week it will be the Remembrance Day (January 27, translator's note) commemorating
those who have been deported to satisfy the will of the German judiciary administration. Will
the French and Italian authorities who delivered our children and are about to deliver us to the
German jurisdiction, succeed in understanding such a similarity? What is the memory for, if
the same mistakes are repeated in another form according to the same will of the German
courts?
It may seem to me proper and right to remember that more than 20 years after its
reunification, Germany has never signed a peace treaty with any Country, refuses to adopt a
new constitution (Verfassung). It is therefore not a constituted State and will the scope of its
administrative decisions, as well as their legal validity and sense, on international basis,
remain uncertain?
Due to the seriousness of the facts, the breadth of this system and its political consequences ,
we expect from the international community an appropriate response. Depriving foreign
parents of their children in order to embezzle their wealth are heinous crimes. They are even
more atrocious and hideous when they are committed by courts and judicial officers of a State
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of the European Union that can impose them on the courts of its partners through the
European arrest warrant.
Therefore, I thank you in advance, Mister Ambassador, and kindly ask you to accept my
various requests favorably.
I enclose in the attached page the list of the parents who are the object of political conspiracy
organized by the German authorities against the CEED.
Please accept, Mister Ambassador, the expression of my most distinguished sentiments.
Olivier Karrer
San Vittore prison in Milan. Imprisoned since July 2012, without trial
Lawyers references:
France

Me Grégory Thuan, Avocats Hincker et associés
18, avenue de la Marseillaise, 67000 STRASBOURG - Tél 00 33 88 15 14 26

In Italy:

Prof. Manuel Sarno, Avv. Patrocinante in Cassazione,
Via Durini 4, 20122 MILANo - Tél 00 39 (0) 2 78 17 00
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